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ABSTRACT

Document designers who present procedural instructions can choose several formats: prose, table, logical tree, or flow chart. In all cases, however, it is essential that the instructions are ordered in a way that allows users to reach the outcome in as little time as possible. In this article two formal methods are discussed that help determine which order is most efficient. The first method is based on the selection principle. The second method is based on the principle of the average least effort.

Most current literature on instructional texts focuses on "global" design issues, such as minimalism versus elaboratism, procedural information versus declarative information, and words versus graphics. Nevertheless, concerns about narrower questions are still relevant. In spite of the broad research already done in these smaller issues, many questions still have to be answered. Take for instance questions about syntactical issues such as the effect of using passives [1], terminology (when to use certain kinds of metaphors [2]), typeface, and so on. In this article we focus on a topic that so far has drawn surprisingly little attention in the professional literature on instructional texts: the sequential ordering of instructions. The issue can nevertheless be regarded as fundamental,
since instructional texts typically refer to actions that have to be performed sequentially.\footnote{The issue of optimizing the sequential order is extensively discussed in [3] with respect to the ordering of questions on (government) forms. Those who are interested in more detail, can order an English translation of the relevant chapter from the authors. A short introduction to the topic is given in [4].}

It seems obvious that instructions should be presented in the order in which they must be carried out. Instructions for a frame tent should not end with an added note that tells the camper he should have “put the plastic caps on the poles before putting up the roof.” Such an instruction comes too late in the day and frustrates the reader. Perhaps, this (real-life) example may seem like an incident, but the fact that warnings often appear after the stepwise instructions instead of before, illustrates that our point is not far-fetched.

It is not always obvious, though, what exactly the optimal order of instructions should be: In this article we will discuss procedures where actions may be performed in any order without affecting the effectiveness: the extent to which users will be able to complete their tasks successfully. But, as we will show, sometimes the order of instructions can have a dramatic effect on the efficiency of such a procedure: the time users have to take to complete their tasks.

### SOME DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

Let us explore some of the alternatives text designers can opt for in a given situation. We use the example of an “alarm screen” that informs the user that the system has halted (Figure 1). The instructions tell the users what to do when this screen appears. A conventional way to draw up such an instruction is to use “stepwise prose” (Figure 2). Another option is to use a decision table (Figure 3). Such tables enable the users to decide what they have to do more quickly and more accurately [5].

Many text designers might prefer the format of a logical tree or decision tree, which shows the relationships between the possible states of the windows and the actions to be performed (Figure 4). Logical trees were already advocated by several authors in the sixties and seventies [6-8]. Wright and Reid showed that users work better and more quickly with logical trees if they must solve relatively complex problems, but that tables are to be preferred if users must learn how to complete tasks [5].

Another alternative format is a flow chart (Figure 5). Several experiments showed that flow charts generally are a more effective and efficient means to solve problems than prose [9-13]. In these experiments, no sharp distinction was made between a logical tree and a flow chart. However, there is an essential difference between the representations in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows all possible states of the three windows, and users must identify which state is
If the PROGRAM window indicates TTA, look at the PROCESS window and the ONLINE window
- If the PROCESS window indicates OK: click PROCEED
- If the PROCESS window indicates ERROR, and the ONLINE window indicates YES: click WAIT
- If the PROCESS window indicates ERROR, and the ONLINE window indicates NO: ask your system manager for help

If the program window indicates ERG, SYS or FTW, look at the PROCESS window and the ONLINE window
- If the PROCESS window indicates OK: click PROCEED
- If the PROCESS window indicates ERROR, and the ONLINE window indicates YES: click WAIT
- If the PROCESS window indicates ERROR, and the ONLINE window indicates NO: click RESET
If the PROGRAM window indicates TTA and the PROCESS window indicates OK and the ONLINE window indicates YES then click PROCEED.

If the PROGRAM window indicates TTA and the PROCESS window indicates ERROR and the ONLINE window indicates NO then ask your system manager for help.

If the PROGRAM window indicates TTA and the PROCESS window indicates ERROR and the ONLINE window indicates NO then click RESET.

If the PROGRAM window indicates ERG, SYS or FWT and the PROCESS window indicates OK and the ONLINE window indicates YES then click PROCEED.

If the PROCESS window indicates OK then click PROCEED. If the ONLINE window indicates YES then click WAIT.

Figure 3. Decision table format.

Figure 4. Logical tree format.

Figure 5. Flow chart format.

indicated in each window. Figure 5 shows only one state, requiring the reader to verify whether this is the one on the screen or not. It is not completely clear which option is the best. Although Barnard, Wright, and Wilcox found that people completing forms answered questions more quickly and accurately if they had alternatives in a sentence frame (I am single/married)—cf. the logical tree format—than if they consisted of yes/no questions (Are you married?)—cf. the flow chart format—it is not clear whether this effect can be generalized to instructions like those discussed here, where there are more than two alternatives that are less familiar to the user.

For now, we will assume that there are no strong arguments in favor of either the decision tree format or the flow chart format. For the sake of clarity, the discussion below will be focused on flow charts, but the principles involved can also be applied to other formats.
If the PROGRAM window indicates and the PROCESS window indicates and the ONLINE window indicates then

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TTA</th>
<th>OK</th>
<th>YES or NO</th>
<th>click PROCEED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TTA</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>click WAIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTA</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>ask your system manager for help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERG, SYS or FWT</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>YES or NO</td>
<td>click PROCEED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERG, SYS or FWT</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>click WAIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERG, SYS or FWT</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>click RESET</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Decision table format.

Figure 4. Logical tree format.

Figure 5. Flow chart format.

indicated in each window. Figure 5 shows only one state, requiring the reader to verify whether this is the one on the screen or not. It is not completely clear which option is the best. Although Barnard, Wright, and Wilcox found that people completing forms answered questions more quickly and accurately if they had alternatives in a sentence frame (“I am single/married”)—cf. the logical tree format—than if they consisted of yes/no questions (“Are you married?”)—cf. the flow chart format—it is not clear whether this effect can be generalized to instructions like those discussed here, where there are more than two alternatives that are less familiar to the user.

For now, we will assume that there are no strong arguments in favor of either the decision tree format or the flow chart format. For the sake of clarity, the discussion below will be focused on flow charts, but the principles involved can also be applied to other formats.
Experiments by Holland and Rose revealed that the time readers need to find an outcome in a flow chart is proportionally dependent on the number of questions they must answer to get to the outcome [10]. In our example this leads to the question whether there might be an alternative flow chart that lets the users reach the outcome in fewer steps than required by the flow chart in Figure 5. Such a flow chart can indeed be designed (Figure 6). Users who have to click on PROCEED have to answer only one question in Figure 6, against two questions in Figure 5. And users who have to click WAIT, have to pass only two questions in Figure 6, while they have to answer three questions in Figure 5.

**THE SELECTION PRINCIPLE**

Even in a simple case such as our example, finding the most efficient flow chart could be a laborious puzzle for a technical writer. A helpful method, though, has been developed by Wheatley and Unwin [15]. The basic idea is that a flow chart is more efficient if the user only has to answer questions that are absolutely necessary in deciding what to do in a given situation. We will use our example to demonstrate the method.

![Flow chart format: an alternative.](image-url)
We start by looking at the actions that the users have to perform in the end. There are four possibilities:

1. click **PROCEED**,
2. click **wait**,
3. click **reset**, and
4. ask for help.

We call these the *outcomes* of the procedure. Which outcome applies to a given situation depends on three *conditions*: the status of the **program**, **process**, and **online** windows. Each condition can have the value *true* (yes, +) or *false* (no, −). A bit of mathematics teaches us that three conditions yield $2^3 = 8$ possible combinations of values. These can be represented in a *logic table*. Each column represents one combination of values, associated with the appropriate outcome (Figure 7).

If we consider this table, we can easily see that columns 1 and 2 share the same outcome and differ in only one row, that of the **online** window. This means that the status of the **online** window turns out to be irrelevant for the outcome in the situations presented by columns 1 and 2. If the **program** window indicates **TTA** and the **process** window indicates **ok**, the outcome always is **click PROCEED**, whatever the status of the **online** window might be. When two columns are exactly the same, except for one row, as in this case, we call them a *pair of columns*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATES</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAM window TTA?</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESS window ok?</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONLINE window yes?</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONDITIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAM window TTA?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESS window ok?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONLINE window yes?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>click PROCEED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click PROCEED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click wait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ask help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click PROCEED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click PROCEED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click wait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click reset</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Logical table representing conditions, states, and actions.
Wherever we find such a pair, we can simplify the table by crossing out the irrelevant plus and minus. Two identical columns are left now (1 and 2) which makes the table redundant: one of the two can be crossed out. This operation leads us to the table shown in Figure 8.

There is still another pair of columns, however: 5 and 6. Again the columns are exactly the same, except for one row. When the PROGRAM window does not indicate TTA, and the PROCESS window does indicate OK, the outcome is click PROCEED, no matter what the ONLINE window tells us. So within these columns the ONLINE window is irrelevant and can be crossed out (Figure 9).

The trimming of the table has not been completed yet. Figure 9 still contains a pair of columns, this time with some distance between them: column 3 and column 7. We apply the same procedure to simplify the table once more (Figure 10).

We still have not reached the end: there is still a pair of columns that enables us to simplify the column. Columns 1 and 5 show that for the outcome click PROCEED the status of the PROGRAM window is not relevant.

Figure 11 shows the final boundary. There are no more pairs of columns and so, further simplification is not possible. Figure 11 shows that the eight situations we started with can be reduced to no more than four different situations without loss of information. This table will be the starting point for the second part of our operation: constructing the most efficient flow chart.

In our table only one row is completely filled with pluses and minuses: the second one. This means that the corresponding condition (PROCESS window OK) is the only one that must be verified in all situations. The other two conditions need to be verified only if the PROCESS window is not OK. Since all users must
Figure 9. Columns 5 and 6 make up a 'pair': the ONLINE row is irrelevant.

Figure 10. Columns 3 and 7 make up a 'pair': the PROGRAM row is irrelevant.

verify the second condition, it is logical to start the flow chart with that one (Figure 12).
Looking again at the process line in Figure 11, we see that there is only one action for a true (+) condition: click PROCEED. We can put this action at the end of the YES arrow.
If the process window does not show ok, there still are three possible outcomes, depending on the two conditions that are left (Figure 13). Again, we
Figure 11. Columns 1 and 5 make up a 'pair': the PROGRAM row is irrelevant.

Figure 12. First step in the flow chart.

Does the PROCESS window indicate OK?

YES → click PROCEED

NO

start with the condition that has most pluses and minuses in its row. In this case, it is the condition in the second row: ONLINE window YES. This is the condition that we place under to the no-arrow of the flow chart. After that, it easy to complete the flow chart in accordance with the table. The result is shown in Figure 14, which is the same as Figure 6 on page 458.

DRAWBACKS OF THE SELECTION PRINCIPLE

The selection principle results in the most efficient flow chart for our instructional text: the number of questions that need to be answered to find the correct outcome, is minimal. The principle's relevance is not restricted to constructing
Figure 13. The PROCESS row and column 1 have been recorded in the flow chart. After removing them, the right hand table is left over.

Figure 14. Most efficient flow chart.

flow charts. Instructions in the stepwise prose format or the decision tree format can also be simplified by putting the elements in the most efficient order.

One objection to the final flow chart might be that the order of conditions no longer matches the order of the three windows on the screen (program-process-online). This might be a dilemma for the technical writer who has to design the manual: Should the order be adjusted to the interface, or should
a more efficient order be preferred? As a matter of fact, it turns out to be a false dilemma. The solution is to redesign the interface according to the most efficient order. The selection principle should not be applied by designers of instructions only, but also by interface designers.

Another drawback might be that the method becomes very cumbersome as the number of conditions increases. In fact, if we have $n$ conditions, the number of columns in our table would be $2^n$. What we need is a computer program that applies the procedure automatically.

The most serious disadvantage of the selection principle, however, is that it is not always decisive. Let us have a look at another example. Suppose that the alarm screen of Figure 1 requires the following instruction:

*If the program window indicates TTA, and the pointer of the tester indicates more than 50, then click *reset*. Otherwise click *wait.*

Following the procedure sketched above, we start with the logical table shown in Figure 15, which can be simplified as in Figure 16. It tells us that the procedure should start by verifying the program window (Figure 16a).

But there is another possibility. Since not only columns 3 and 4 make up a pair, but also columns 2 and 4, we can come to another simplified table which tells us exactly the opposite: the procedure should start with verifying the pointer! (see Figures 17 and 17a).

It is clear that the selection principle does not lead to a decision here. But this does not mean that the order of instructions is irrelevant in such cases.

Suppose we know that when our alarm screen occurs, 80 percent of the cases show TTA on the **online** window, while in 10 percent of the cases the pointer indicates more than 50. Then it would make sense to start the procedure by looking at the pointer. That would lead the users directly to the outcome in 90 percent of the cases (when the pointer does not indicate over 50), while only in 10 percent will they still have to look at the program window.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROGRAM</strong> window indicates TTA</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pointer indicates over 50</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click reset</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click wait</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click wait</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click wait</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 15. Decision table representing the new example.*
Figure 16. Columns 3 and 4 make up a 'pair': pointer row is irrelevant.

Figure 16a. Flow chart based upon Figure 16.

Now suppose that the instruction was a bit different: *If the program process window indicates TTA, and the pointer indicates over 50 for more than thirty seconds, then click reset; otherwise click wait.*

In this case it would probably be more efficient to start by looking at the online window, because if this does not indicate TTA, users do not have to wait thirty seconds to verify the other condition. Even if there is only 20 percent chance that the online window does not indicate TTA, this order would probably save time “on average.”

Below we will present a method to determine with certainty in cases like this what the most efficient order of instructions would be.

**THE PRINCIPLE OF AVERAGE LEAST EFFORT**

To determine the optimal order of instructions, if the selection principle does not work, we can benefit from the work by the educational psychologist Landa [16]. While striving to improve the teaching of Russian grammar in secondary schools, Landa applied the *principle of the average least effort*. As we will show, this principle applies to more than just grammar teaching.
The starting assumption is that the flow chart that requires the least average time to complete, is the most efficient. Landa deals at length with the way in which the principle of average least effort can be applied to determine the most efficient flow chart with two possible outcomes. We will briefly summarize his approach here. A certain degree of abstraction in doing so is inevitable.

First of all, in applying the principle of average least effort, two key figures are needed: **distribution** and **time**. The **distribution** of a condition indicates the proportion of cases in which the condition is true. Distribution is expressed as a number between 0 and 1. The **time** required for a condition is the figure indicating how much time on average users need to implement a verification. This can be expressed in seconds. For distribution and time, we will use the following symbols: if C is a condition, then $d_C$ is the distribution of the verification and $t_C$ is the time of the verification.

If the values of $d_C$ and $t_C$ are known for all conditions in a flow chart, a calculation can be made of the average time spent on implementing the flow chart as a whole. If there is more than one possible version of the flow chart, the time required for each version can be determined. Comparing the results will indicate which version is the most efficient.
This procedure can be illustrated with a simple example. Consider an instruction of the form: *If and only if A and B then do P; otherwise do Q.* Two versions of the flow chart are possible to determine whether P or Q applies (see Figure 18).

Suppose the following data are available:

\[
\begin{align*}
    dA &= 0.5 & \quad tA &= 3 \\
    dB &= 0.2 & \quad tB &= 2
\end{align*}
\]

The average time spent on version 1 can now be calculated as follows. All users have to verify A. This takes an average of three seconds. In cases where A is negative, the outcome (Q) is known and no more time is required for B. In cases where A is positive, B has also to be verified. For 50 percent of the users an extra two seconds must be added on. On average, therefore, an extra \(0.5 \times 2\) seconds is added. The total average time spent therefore is four seconds. In the same way we can calculate that the total average time spent on version (2) is equal to \(2 + (0.2 \times 3) = 2.6\) seconds. According to the given values of \(d\) and \(t\), version 2 would be more efficient than version 1.

Obviously, in more complicated situations than this example it would take much more effort to calculate what the total time spent by all users would be for every possible flow chart. But, unfortunately, that is not necessary. Some rather simple formulae enable the document designer to determine what the most efficient flow chart will be according to the principle of average least effort. We will show the derivation of these formulae.

The first formula applies to so-called conjunctive structures, the second one to disjunctive structures. The difference between these structures is essentially this. In a conjunctive structure, *all* conditions must be true for an outcome to apply,

![Figure 18. Two versions of a flow chart with two conditions and two possible outcomes.](image-url)
while in a disjunctive structure it suffices if only one of the conditions is met. The underlying rules can be shown as follows.

- conjunctive: If A and B then P (otherwise not P)
- disjunctive: If A or B then P (otherwise not P)

A conjunctive structure can be ordered in two ways (Figure 19). If we start with condition A (left), the average time required to solve the problems is $tA + dA*B$. If we start with B (right), the average time is $tB + dB*A$. The most efficient order is that requiring the least average time.

If we use $t(A, B)$ as the average time needed to solve the problem when starting with A, and if we use $t(B, A)$ as the average time needed when starting with B, then the left version is more efficient than the right one if, and only if:

$$t(A,B) < t(B,A)$$

$$\iff \frac{tA + dA*B}{tA*tB} < \frac{tB + dB*A}{tA*tB}$$

Since $tA > 0$ and $tB > 0$, both sides can be divided by $tA*tB$:

$$\iff \frac{1 - dB}{tB} < \frac{1 - dA}{tA}$$

And finally, the direction of the < can be changed:

$$\iff \frac{1 - dA}{tA} > \frac{1 - dB}{tB}$$

Figure 19. Two versions of a conjunctive structure.
The conclusion is that, if two conditions both have to be true to ensure a specific outcome, the most efficient flow chart starts with the condition for which \( \frac{1 - d}{t} \) is at its maximum. In other words, if a procedure has a conjunctive structure, it should start by mentioning the condition that probably will apply to the smallest part of the readers (maximum 1-d), and that will take the average reader the shortest time to verify (minimum t). If the condition with the smallest \( d \) is also the condition with the largest \( t \), the quotients \( \frac{1 - dA}{tA} \) and \( \frac{1 - dB}{tB} \) have to be calculated and compared.

In a disjunctive structure, just as in a conjunctive structure, the conditions can be ordered in two ways (Figure 20). If we start with the condition A (left) the average time required to solve the problem will be \( tA + (1 - dA)*tB \). If we start with B (right), the average time will be \( tB + (1 - dB)*tA \). If we use \( t(A, B) \) as the average time needed to solve the problem when starting with A, and if we use \( t(B, A) \) as the average time needed when starting with B, then the left version will be more efficient than the right one if, and only if:

\[
t(A,B) < t(B,A)
\]

\[
<=> \quad tA + (1 - dA)*tB < tB + (1 - dB)*tA
\]

\[
<=> \quad tA - (1 - dB)*tA < tB + (1 - dA)*tB
\]
The conclusion here is that, if one out of two conditions has to be true to ensure a specific outcome, the most efficient flow chart begins with the condition for which $\frac{d}{t}$ is at its maximum. In other words, if a procedure has a disjunctive structure, the instruction should start by mentioning the condition that probably will apply to the largest number of readers (maximum $d$), and that will take the average reader the shortest time to verify (minimum $t$). If the condition with the largest $d$ is also the condition with the largest $t$, the quotients $\frac{dA}{tA}$ and $\frac{dB}{tB}$ have to be calculated and compared.

So far, we have only looked at cases that involve two conditions. Often, however, document designers must deal with (many) more than two conditions. If all these conditions are linked conjunctively ($A$ and $B$ and $C$ and $\ldots$ and $N$) or disjunctively ($A$ or $B$ or $C$ or $\ldots$ or $N$), the formulae set out above still apply. Where there is a mixed structure, with both conjunctions and disjunctions, the most efficient flow chart can be developed from bottom to top (for illustrations and examples, see [3]).

A logic table with two outcomes can always be rewritten as a formula like the ones above. Thus, in principle, it is possible to determine the most efficient flow chart for each table by calculating the formula outcome.

Does the principle of average least effort always lead to the optimal order of instructions? In the procedure outlined above, it was assumed that the values of $tC$ and $dC$ are known for each condition. In practice, however, document designers not always have the relevant values at hand. It is more often exception than rule that statistics are available from which all $d$-values can be derived. In addition, $t$-values can only be determined by means of empirical testing. Often there is insufficient time and resources for studies of this nature.

Fortunately, it is not always necessary to know the $d$- and $t$-values exactly. Often, it is sufficient to know their mutual relationships and to know whether these can have any effect on the determination of the sequential order. In many cases, $t$-values can be considered as equal. For instance, time differences for verifying information on the screen can be neglected in practice. In such cases
frequency figures are usually the only criteria to be considered in determining the optimal order.

CONCLUSION

We have tried to show that document designers who want to find the most efficient order of instructions, do not always have to reinvent the wheel. If the instructions at hand lead to two possible outcomes, the principle of average least effort can be a very helpful tool. If there are more than two possible outcomes, applying the selection principle is effective. However, it is also clear that in complex situations, the practical implementation of either principle can be rather time-consuming. It would be regrettable, though, if that were to restrain text designers from using these principles to improve their products. In many technical documents, putting the instructions in the right order means working on the essence of the message. If that takes designers some more time than their other writing tasks, it indicates only that they have gotten their priorities right.
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